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DATA ENTRY OPERATIONS
(336)

TUTOR MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Max. Marks : 20

(i)
Note: All questions are compulsory. The marks alloted for each question are given at

same place.
(ii)

Write your name, enrollment number, AI name and subject on the top of the first
page of the answer sheet.

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.
(a) (i)

What is the difference between Ink jet and Laser Jet Printer?
(ii)

Explain in brief the following devices:
(a) Plotter (b) Light Pen

(b) (i)
What is the difference between System Software and Application Software?

(ii)
Complete the figure given below:
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(c)

Write the steps to create a new folder in Windows Operating Ststem.

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.

(a) (i)

An English teacher has to prepare an assignment for class XII students. Which software
will he use to create the assignment?

(ii)

Mr. Amit is class XII students who wants to create a document containing the same
colorful pictures and images. Which features of word processor he will use make the
design quickly?

(b) (i)

Miss Meena is working as a computer professional in an organization. She wants to
protect her document. What are the steps required to do the same.

(ii)

The students of the theatre society had prepared invitation letter using MS-word. They
want to make the document more beautiful by using various formating text options of
word processor. Write down a few formating options.

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.

(a) (i)

Ms. Nisha is going to celebrate her birthday next week with her 10 friends. She wants to
send invitation to all her friends. Using Mail Merge feature help her to send the invitations.
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(Write the steps). Also mention the types of documents required for using the Mail
Merge.

(ii)

Write down the usage of Bullets and Number option in MS-word.

(b) (i)

What are the various types of data that we can enter is MS-excel cells?

(ii)

Read the following Excel tabel:

How do you perform the following:

S.No. Vetetagles Prices Quantity

1. Potato 20 5

2. Tomato 30 3

3. Cabbage 20 2

Change the font color of vegetables in their orginal color for e.g. tomato with red.

Inserting in new row after the serial No. 2 and type the following data: 3, Onion, 15, 5

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 100 to 150 words.

(a) (i)

The Manager of an organization is preparing the Organizational Chart. Which feature of
MS-Excel she will use to do so. Also write the steps for this.

(ii)
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Write about "My Aim of Life" and make it impressive by using the following specification:

a) Replace all the word "I" in document by your name.

b) Your name and data should be written on the top of the every page by using
Header and page no. should be written at the bottom of the page.

c) Use appropriate marings. Use appropriate featurs to remove grammatical errors.

d) Make it attractive by insertnig picture or using clip art.

(b) (i)

Mr. Sharma is confused of Internet Address. Explain him the different parts of Internet
Address.

(ii)

Gather the information about NIOS website and prepare a document of Two types
about it. The document must contain the follows:

a) Logo of NIOS

b) Admission icon

c) Any one picture from Home Page

d) Link of 'Virtual open school'

Answer any one out of the following questions in about 100 to 150 words.

(a) (i)

Powerpoint
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a) Keyboard shortcuts save our time. Write the PowerPoint shortcut for the following
actions:

b) Opon presentation

c) Activate Pen tool

(ii)

Mr. Kanav asked the students to make an attractive presentation of five slides on 'Digital
India'. Take the pictures from your surroundings and use them in the presentation.
Mentioned about "Digital India" and the initiatives by local community in this regard.
Also list down few areas of improvement.

a) Use notes page view to explain the content of the slides.

b) Text to be aligned properly.

c) The footer should have a self-created logo using PowerPoing tools and date.

d) The presentation must contain the picture from your surroundings / Internet.

(b) (i)

Answer the following questions with reference to internet.

a) Write the function of Broswer?

b) Domain names ending with ac stands for ..........................

(ii) Surgicals

mrshiva@mss.com 
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Enlisting 

Mr. Shiva Mangal is working in a business organization. He is searching on internet
about 'Medical Surgicals.' He wants to send the searched links using e-mail to his
colleagues. His email id is mrshiva@mss.com. Write the steps in detail enlisting the
sequence he will follow for this assigned task. Also write the components of his E-mail
Address.

Prepare any one project out of the given below:

(a)

Create a spreadsheet for the following table given below:

Follow the instructions given below:

"Abcindustries.xls"

Create the above given worksheet and save it as "AbcIndustries.xls"

Use the formula to calculate VAT as 10% of sales and find the total.

Sort the result according to sales.

Create the pie chart to show the share of sales each product.

Format the headings and put the grid lines.

(b)
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Table-2 : Department name and distance between departments

Department name Distance between Departments
Admin to Sales 51 m
Admin to IT Department 92 m
Admin to HR 48 m
Sales to IT Department 51 m
Sales to HR 54 m
IT Department to HR 41 m
Mumbai HQ to Chennai Campus 1400 Km

Table-3 : Department and No. of Computers

Department name No. of Computers
Admin 75
Sales 98
IT Department 42
HR 35
Mumbai HQ 45

Suggest the most appropriate location of the server inside the Chennai campus for best
connectivity. Justify your answer.
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Draw the cable layout for connecting various buildings efficiently within the Chennai
campus.

Which Hardware device can be installed to protect and control the internet users within
the campus?

Identify the Protocol-

a) Web

b) Video conferencing

c) Voice Chat

d) Email
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